ALTO SAX

Stella By Starlight

Lou Donaldson’s solo from his Blue Note release “Light Foot”

180 BPM

Top of choruses

Transcribed by Charles McNeal

Alto Sax

Lou Donaldson’s solo from his Blue Note release “Light Foot”

180 bpm

Lay back a little----------------

Top of choruses

Lay back a little----------------
Stella By Starlight (cont.)
Stella By Starlight (cont.)

Lay back--
Stella By Starlight (cont.)

Chord Changes

C#7  F#7(b9)  Amin  D7  Dmin  G7

C  F7  G  C#7  F#7-9  Bmin  Gmin  C7

D  Em7  A7  F#7  D7(b9)  E7(b5)

Amin  F7(#11)  G

C#7  F#7-9  B7  E7-9  A7  D7(b9)
Stella By Starlight (cont.)

G₇